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LEFT VERSUS RIGHT LCM DOMAINS

RAYMOND A. BEAUREGARD

Abstract. It is well known that every right Bezout domain satisfying the left Ore

(multiple) condition is a left Bezout domain. A similar statement for the smaller

class of principal right ideal domains is a long-standing conjecture which remains

unresolved. In this paper we settle the analogous question for the larger class of

right LCM domains.

This paper deals with the question of the left-right symmetry of a right LCM

domain, i.e. an integral domain in which the intersection of two principal right

ideals is again principal. In the smaller class of right Bezout domains it is known

that these are left Bezout domains provided it is assumed that they satisfy the left

Ore condition: Ra n Rb =£ 0 for all nonzero a, b in R. This follows from the fact

that the definition of a weak Bezout domain (also known as a 2-fir) is left-right

symmetric [3]. In an even smaller class the question of whether a left Ore PRI

(principal right ideal) domain is a PLI domain remains open.

Below it is shown that a left Ore right LCM domain need not be a left LCM

domain in general but will be under the additional hypothesis that the ring has the

ascending chain condition for principal left ideals. In fact the example given is that

of a left and right bounded right LCM domain which is not a left LCM domain.

This stands in contrast to the corresponding result that a left bounded PRI domain

is a PLI domain [2].

In what follows R denotes a ring with unity and without proper divisors of zero;

R* denotes the monoid of nonzero members of R. For x E R* let [xR, R] be the

set of principal right ideals of R that contain x. Note that each [xR, R] is partially

ordered by inclusion.

Proposition 1. For each x in R* the intervals [xR, R] and [Rx, R] are dually

isomorphic; in particular if x = aa' then the correspondence aR <-* Ra' is a bijection

which reverses order.

Proof. Let x = aa' = bb'. Then aR Q bR iff a = be for some c in R, and this is

so iff b' = ca' for some c in R, i.e. iff Rb' C Ra'. Note that either containment

becomes equality iff c is a unit in R.

Proposition 2. // the interval [xR, R] is a lattice for each x in R* and if R is a

right Ore domain then R is a right LCM domain.
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Proof. Let a, b G R* and suppose 0 ¥= x¡ G aR n bR. Let m¡R = aR A, bR,

the meet of aR and bR in [x¡R, R] (i = 1, 2). We proceed to show mxR = m2R. Let

0 ¥= z G mxR n m2R (using the right Ore condition) and let mzR = aR Az bR in

[zÄ, Ä]; thus w,Ä Ç mzR. But then x,Ä G m¡R G mzR G aR u bR implies m¡R

= wzÄ, i.e. mxR = m2R. Proposition 2 now follows immediately.

Theorem. Let R be a right LCM domain. If R has the ascending chain condition

for principal left ideals and satisfies the left Ore condition then R is a left LCM

domain.

Proof. Let x G R*. Since [Rx, R] has the ace by hypothesis, [xR, R] has the

dec by Proposition 1. Since R is a right LCM domain [xR, R ] is a meet semilattice

which by the dec must be a lattice. It follows by Proposition 1 that the interval

[Rx, R] is a lattice for each x in R*. Applying the left-right analog of Proposition 2

we conclude that R is a left LCM domain.

The following is an example of a bounded (hence left Ore) right LCM domain

which is not a left LCM domain.

Example. Let K be a local PRI domain which is not a PLI domain (for example

(cf. [4]) K «■ L[[t, a]] where at = ta" and o is a monomorphism on the field L which

is not an isomorphism). Let F= K(K*)~X, the quotient field of K, and let

P = ^[[x]], the ring of formal power series in the central indeterminate x. The

example we seek is the following subring of P: R = {/(x) G P\f(0) G K).

(i) R is a right LCM domain.

Let/, g G R. We might as well assume that/R (£ gR, gR (J: fR, and ord(g) <

ord(/). Thus / = gh0 for some h0 G P and we may choose d G K such that

fd G gR (note that d is not a unit by the assumptions above). In fact, we choose

such a d for which dK is maximal (K has the ace for right ideals). We have

fdR G fR n gR. To show the reverse inclusion let fhx = gh2 (h¡ GR). Then

fix = fdh3 for some h3 G P (since fP n gP = fdP = fP). If h3(0) = 0 then h3 G R

and fhx G fdR. If A3(0) ̂  0 then writing hx = au where u G R and w(0) = 1 we

find /a = fhxu~x = g(h2u~x) G gR. Comparing dK with aK in K we have either

a/if Ç dK or aX Ç aK, the latter choice being impossible because of the maximal

nature of dK. Thus a = dc for some c G K and /&, = fau = fd(cu) G fdR as

desired.

(ii) Ä is not a left LCM domain.

Recalling [1] that in an integral domain if 0 ¥= (xa~x)a = (xb~x)b then existence

of the lclm [a, b]x implies existence of the hclf (xa~x, xb~x)x, it suffices to show

that the latter does not exist in R. Suppose then that h = (xa-1, xb~x)x in R; h

may be written h = x"su where n = 0 or 1, s G F, and u(0) = 1. Since m is a unit in

R we may omit it; since xa~', xb~x G tR for all t in K*, h must not be in K. Thus

h = xs. We have xa~x = xsrx, xb~x = xsr2 for some r¡ G K so that s = a~xrxx =

b~lr2~l and rxa = /-26 ̂  0. This argument shows that if R is a left LCM domain

then K must be left Ore; but K is not left Ore, for otherwise K would be a PLI

domain by [2, Corollary 1].

(iii) R is a left Ore domain.
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This follows immediately from the fact that P is a left Ore domain (being a PLI

domain). More specifically we show that R is left bounded: if / = x"uab~x where

a, b E K and v E R with v(0) = 1 then x"+1 = (xba~xu~x)f E Rf, i.e., Rf con-

tains the two-sided ideal Rx"*x. Similarly R is right bounded.
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